Crowd seen filling up Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC as protest begins: Tom Sherwood, Reporter Photo via Twitter.
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EVENT TIMELINE CAPTIONS

• Crowd beginning to grow at H Street NW and Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC: Sharla McBride, Reporter Video via Twitter.
• Hundreds seen marching in protest organized by NAACP of Arlington near Clarendon Court House in Arlington, VA: Ashlie Rodriguez ABC7, Reporter Video via Twitter.

EVENT TIMELINE DETAIL

Crowd beginning to grow at H Street NW and Black Lives Matter Plaza in Washington, DC: Sharla McBride, Reporter Video via Twitter.

Crowds starting to swell here at H St and Black Lives Matter Plaza #DCProtests @wusa9
Hundreds seen marching in protest organized by NAACP of Arlington near Clarendon Court House in Arlington, VA: Ashlie Rodriguez ABC7, Reporter Video via Twitter.

NAACP of Arlington organize protest ahead of DC events, hundreds in attendance. Protest is peaceful w/ little police involvement @ABC7News